The electrical conductivity has been measured 1, 2, 3] and calculated 4] for aluminum plasmas in a density range of (0.001-2.3) g/cm 3 and for temperatures between 10000 and 285000 K. The agreement b e t ween these data is reasonable for densities % < 0.7 g/cm 3 , independent of temperature. For higher densities, in the warm dense uid region, the applied theory needs improvements for being valid.
The used plasma model is the "partially ionized plasma" (PIP) were the plasma consists of atoms, electrons and i o n s , h e r e u p t o a c harge state 5+.
The electrical conductivity is calculated within linear response theory in the formulation of Zubarev. One gets = ; At this point, the dotted lines are of interest, where PIP and Coulomb potential were used and where the transport cross sections are evaluated in T-matrix and in Born approximation. We found a resonable agreement of the T-matrix curve with the experimental data for densities below 0.7 g/cm 3 . That coincides also with the results for other metals 4].
In the warm dense uid region, the di erences between measured and calculated electrical conducitvities become larger, even if the Born approximation for the transport cross sections Q ei
valid at high densities, is used. In particular, the increase of for increasing densities cannot be reproduced. This can have di erent reasons within the used plasma approach:
1. the PIP model breaks down 2. correlations in the ion system cannot be neglected (up to now: S ii = 1) 3. the screened Coulomb potential v e i (q)=" RPA becomes more complicated, one has to include correlations of the electrons in the screening (local eld corrections in ") o r t o u s e a w eak pseudopotential. . Now, Figure 1 shows the results of di erent tests. All new calculations were done with transport cross sections in Born approximation.
Instead of the PIP model we used QEOS from the MPQeos code 5], based on the Thomas-Fermi model. The e ect on is small, and the increase of the electrical conducitvity can still not be reproduced. The same result can befoundby including a hard sphere structure factor 6].
The largest e ect originates when changing the interaction potential. Using LFC 7 ] g i v es an enormous increase of the electrical conductivity, and using pseudopotentials from DFT-LDA calculations (Hamann/Schl uter or Troullier/Martin) one gets the best agreement with the experimental values of at the highest densities.
The problem of the pseudopotentials is that they become invalid at lower densities. Therefore, a density dependent crossover from pseudopotential to Debye potential is needed.
